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Our Work Today
Aligning Close
Reading Tasks

Our learning intention: Build our
capacity to align tasks used with
complex texts.
Our success criteria: Apply these
practices to develop an upcoming
close reading.

Nancy Frey
San Diego State University
www.fisherandfrey.com

Plan Backwards, Teach Forward

1. What do
you want
students to
do with the
text? (Tasks
a6er CR)

2. What
makes it
complex?

3. What are
the gaps that
need to be
ﬁlled prior?
(Tasks before
CR)

Why Close and Critical Reading Matters

4. Who are
the students
who will
beneﬁt from
specialized
support?
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Leadership #2: Address the What

Reﬁning Close Readings

Paris, S. G. (2005). Reinterpreting the development of
reading skills. Reading Research Quarterly, 40(2),
184-202.

Constrained Skills

Unconstrained Skills
Phonemic
Awareness

Comprehension
Vocabulary

Phonics
Fluency
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Leveled texts
lead to
leveled lives.

Leveled texts are great for
teaching constrained skills.
Phonemic
Awareness

~Al Tatum

Phonics
Fluency

Students restricted to
leveled text only fail to learn
unconstrained skills.

Close Reading

Comprehension
Vocabulary
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Close reading gives students time to
skills through
guided instruction with
complex texts.

develop unconstrained

“Every book
has a skeleton
hidden between
its covers. Your
job as an
analytic reader
is to find it.”
Adler and Van Doren, 1940/1972
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“X-ray the book”
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“If you want to see a kid
reading closely, watch him
reading a love note.” -Jus$n Stygles

Use a short passage
“Read with a pencil”

CreaPng a Close Reading

AnnotaPon is a note of
any form made while

reading text.

Founda;onal Annota;on Skills
• Underline the major points.
• Circle keywords or phrases
that are confusing or
unknown to you.
• Write margin notes restating
the author’s ideas.

“Reading with a pencil.”
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Use a short passage

Use a short passage

“Read with a pencil”

“Read with a pencil”

Rereading and discussion

Rereading and discussion
Give your students the chance
to struggle a bit

CreaPng a Close Reading

CreaPng a Close Reading

Use a short passage
“Read with a pencil”
Repeated reading and discussion
Give your students the chance
to struggle a bit
Foster critical thinking with textdependent questions

CreaPng a Close Reading
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Progression of Text-dependent Questions

Progression of Text-dependent Questions

Opinions/Arguments,
Intertextual Connec;ons

Opinions/Arguments,
Intertextual Connec;ons

Inferences

Inferences

Author’s CraD and Purpose

Author’s CraD and Purpose

Vocab & Text Structure

Vocab & Text Structure

Key Details

Key Details

Interpre;ve

Progression of Text-dependent Questions
What does the text
inspire you to do?

What does
the text
mean?

How does
the text
work?

Inferen;al

Structural

Plan Backwards, Teach Forward

Interpre;ve
Opinions/Arguments,
Intertextual Connec;ons

Inferen;al

Inferences
Author’s CraD and Purpose

Vocab & Text Structure

Structural

1. What does
you want
students to
do with the
text?
(InterprePve)

2. What does
the text
mean?
(InferenPal)

3. How does
the text
work?
(Structural)

4. What does
the text say?
(Literal)

Key Details
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• What is familiar to you?
• What is new to you?
• What is a good tickler?

Assessing and
SelecPng Texts

Text

Quan$ta$ve Reader
Task
Qualita$ve Cogni$ve capabili$es Teacher-led
Mo$va$on
Peer-led
Knowledge
Independent
Experience

• Density and
Complexity
• FiguraPve
Language
• Purpose

• Standard
English
• VariaPons
• Register

Levels of Structure
Meaning
Language
Conven;on Knowledge
and Clarity Demands

• Genre
• OrganizaPon
• NarraPon
• Text Features
• Graphics

• Background
• Prior
• Cultural
• Vocabulary
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Author’s Purpose
• Allegory for tolerance
• Mirrored events of early Civil
Rights movement (1961)

Levels of Meaning and Purpose
• Density and complexity
• Figurative language
530L
Grades 2-3

• Purpose

“Now, the Star-Belly Sneetches
Had bellies with stars.
The Plain-Belly Sneetches
Had none upon thars. Those stars weren’t so big.
They were really so small
You might think such a thing wouldn’t ma^er at all..”
But, because they had stars, all the Star-Belly Sneetches
Would brag, ‘We’re the best kind of Sneetch on the
beaches.’
With their snoots in the air, they would sniﬀ and they’d
snort
‘We’ll have nothing to do with the Plain-Belly sort!’
And whenever they met some, when they were out
walking,
They’d hike right on past them without even talking.”

Syntax ma^ers.

Complex themes
• Rela$onship
between love and
pain
• Masculinity
• Loyalty and war

Insert the word “only” anywhere
in the following sentence:

She told him that she loved him.

730L
Grades 2-3
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Syntax ma^ers.

Insert the word “only” anywhere
in the following sentence:

She only told him that she loved him.
She told only him that she loved him.
She told him only that she loved him.
She told him that only she loved him.
She told him that she only loved him.
She told him that she loved only him.

Text Cohesion
One part of the cloud develops a
downdra6. Rain begins to fall.

One part of the cloud develops a
downdra6, which causes rain to fall.

McNamara, et al., 2002

Structure

• Stream of
consciousness
narration

• Genre

• Unreliable narrators

• Organization

• Nonlinear structure

• Narration
• Text features and graphics

870L (grades 4-5)

• Time shifts written
in italics
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Language Conven;ons

BriPsh slang circa 1982
“The doorbell went. I put the blind back to how it
was, checked I'd le6 no other traces of my incursion,
slipped out, and ﬂew downstairs to see who it was.
The last six steps I took in one death-defying bound.
Moron, grinny-zi^y as ever. His bumﬂuﬀ's gejng
thicker, mind.
"You'll never guess what!"
"What?”
"You know the lake in the woods?"
"What about it?"
"It's only"--Moron checked that we weren't being
overheard--"gone and froze solid! Half the kids in the
village're there, right now. Ace doss or what?"

• Standard
English and
variations
• Register
ATOS 4.4
Grades 2-3

Knowledge Demands

Cultural Knowledge
Demands

• Background knowledge

• Buddhist philosophy
• Search for spiritual
enlightenment
• Eightfold Path to
Nirvana

• Prior knowledge
• Cultural knowledge
• Vocabulary

Bumﬂuﬀ- light facial hair (“peach fuzz”
Ace doss-easy and fun

1010L
Grades 6-8
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Using a Close Reading to Design
Tasks

Is there
courage in
surrender?

The learning intention is to analyze a primary
source document and a supporting secondary
source document in order to write an argument,
using claims and evidence, about Chief Joseph’s
decision. You will use the overall context of the
speech to examine specific words and phrases,
and question and provide evidence to others in
your discussions.
The success criteria: In order to demonstrate your
understanding, you will write a constructed
response addressing the prompt.

Ariel, can you tell me one thing about the consequences of
westward expansion that you already know? … Jacob, can you
tell me one other thing about this topic? … Jaden, can you put
those two things together so we have a deﬁni$on of the the
consequences of this poli$cal ac$on? QuesPons to Share Learning
Target and Success Criteria

Why is it important to know about the $me in American history?
What would a good response to our readings today look like?
Mykala, what do you think of MaVhew's idea about the way to
write this response?
How long would the response have to be to show you really
understood the readings today?
Adapted from Moss & Brookhart, 2009
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What does the text say? General Understanding

What does the text say? General Understanding

What does the text say? Key Details

How does the text work? Vocabulary
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How does the text work? Vocabulary

What is the tone of this
speech? What words and
phrases support your claim?

How does the text work? Structure

How does the text work? Structure

How does the text structure convey Chief
Joseph’s mood?

What does the text mean? Inferences

What is it about
the use of the
word forever in the
last line, “I will
ﬁght no more
forever” that
makes this
statement so
memorable?
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Hollywood Portrayal

“My son, my body is returning to my mother earth, and
my spirit is going very soon to see the Great Spirit Chief.
When I am gone, think of your country. You are the chief
of these people. They look to you to guide them. Always
remember that your father never sold his country. You
must stop your ears whenever you are asked to sign a
treaty selling your home. A few years more and white
men will be all around you. They have their eyes on this
land. My son, never forget my dying words. This country
holds your father's body. Never sell the bones of your
father and your mother.”

What does the text mean? Intertextual connections

What does the text mean? Intertextual connections

Joseph commented "I clasped my father's hand and
promised to do as he asked. A man who would not
defend his father's grave is worse than a wild beast."
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Writing From Sources

Plan Backwards, Teach Forward

1. What does
you want
students to
do with the
text?
(InterprePve)

2. What does
the text
mean?
(InferenPal)

3. How does
the text
work?
(Structural)

4. What does
the text say?
(Literal)

Constructed using Task Template 12:
h^ps://ldc.org

EXTENDING YOUR LEARNING this Month
Develop TDQ’s with your department for future
close readings.

Taking it
Back

Begin with the end in mind: Plan backward and
teach forward.
1. What makes the text complex?
2. What do you want students to do with the text?
(interpretive)
3. What does the text mean? (inferential)
4. How does the text work? (structural)
5. What does the text say? (literal)
6. What tasks will occur before and after the
reading?
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Tomorrow’s Decisions

Our Work Today

What is the first, small change you will begin
tomorrow?

Our learning intention: Build our
capacity to align tasks used with
complex texts.

How will your department look and
learn from one another?

Our success criteria: Apply these
practices to develop an upcoming
close reading.

www.fisherandfrey.com
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